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DECISION OF  THE  BOARD  DELIVERED  BY J. P.  ATCHESON  AND  
ORDER OF THE BOARD          

This is a hearing of the Board in the matter of an appeal by Jay Bee Property 
Holdings Inc. from the refusal of the Council of the Town of Lincoln to amend  Zoning 
By-law 93-14-Z1 for a property municipally known as 2842 Prince William Street in the 
Urban Area of the Municipality known as Jordan Station. The purpose of the rezoning is 
to permit a six-unit apartment building in an existing structure and a future single 
detached residential building lot. The property is currently zoned NC Neighbourhood 
Commercial by By-law 93-14-Z1. There currently exists on the site a large 6000 square 
foot two-storey building with single storey additions. The structure presently contains 
two commercial units and four residential apartment units. The building is situated on 
the northern portion of the lot at the intersection of Prince William and Queen Victoria 
Street. A portion of the building encroaches on to the Queen Victoria Street Road 
allowance. There is one tandem parking space for the current development located at 
the rear of the existing building with access from Queen Victoria Street. The remainder 
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of the lot to the south is vacant.   The proposal is to preserve and renovate the existing 
structure into six apartment units with seven off-street parking spaces and to sever the 
southern portion of the lot for  a new single-family residence as set out on exhibit 6 (site 
plan). 

The Board heard from Mr. Greg Hynde, a qualified land use planner, who was 
retained by Mr. Berman to assist in a revised application to Council for the development 
of the site.  Mr. Hynde supports the revised plan as shown on exhibit 6. 

It was Mr. Hynde’s evidence to the Board that the proposed development is 
consistent with the 2005 PPS, the Regional Official Plan and the Official Plan of the 
Town of Lincoln as amended by the recent Jordan Station Neighbourhood Plan. There 
is no disagreement among the parties that the proposed development is consistent with 
the 2005 PPS and conforms to the policy directions of the Regional Official Plan. 
Regional planning staff in a letter dated June 14, 2005, support the application. Mr. 
Hynde notes that the subject property is designated Residential under the current Town 
of Lincoln Official Plan but is zoned NC Neighbourhood Commercial in the current 
zoning by-law. It should be noted that Neighbourhood Commercial uses are permitted 
within the Residential designation of the Town of Lincoln Official Plan. 

Mr. Hynde describes the area of Jordan Station as a stable, low-density 
residential community with many heritage features and buildings. He, through a series 
of photographs,  (exhibit 5),  notes the irregular setbacks along streets in the area which 
he attributes, in part, to the historical nature of development that has occurred in this 
area over an extended period of time. He sees many of the buildings as being of 
heritage significance. However, none of the buildings nor the area has been designated 
under either Part 4 or Part 5 of the Ontario Heritage Act. He sees the redevelopment of 
the existing mixed-use building to a six-unit apartment, together with seven off-street 
parking spaces as an improvement over the existing situation and in keeping with the 
character of the area. He also offered the opinion that the proposed single-family 
residence proposed for the southern portion of the property and shown on exhibits 6 & 8 
is consistent with, and in keeping with, the current residential development found in the 
area. He freely admits that the proposed lot is much smaller that any of the other 
residential lots in the immediate area and cannot meet the minimum lot area 
requirements of the R3 Residential zone. This zone provides for the lowest standards 
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for single-family development in the by-law. He proffered the opinion that when viewed 
from the street, there will be no negative impact on surrounding existing development 
from this new lot. He sees the proposed reduced front yard setbacks for this residential 
lot as in keeping with the setbacks that currently exist in the area. In support of his 
position, he referred the Board to the Urban Design guidelines of the Official Plan as set 
out in Section 3.9.4.1 (a).  He proffered the opinion that the proposed reductions to the 
lot area and  setbacks as shown on exhibit 6, and reflected in the proposed zoning by-
law amendment, (exhibit 10), will have no negative impact on the surrounding properties 
and represents good planning and is a form of development consistent  with the area. 

He also advised the Board that the  servicing moratorium placed on  this 
proposed lot and identified in the planning staff report, Exhibit 2, Tab 22, was no longer 
in place. In support of this position, he refers to a letter dated October 3, 2006, from the 
Director of Planning for the municipality indicating that servicing capacity is now 
available for the proposed lot.  Servicing capacity was always available for the proposed 
redevelopment of the mixed-use building. 

In support of the proposed renovation and redevelopment of the existing building 
on the site Mr. Hynde notes that the proposed development will provide  seven off- 
street parking spaces while the by-law would require nine spaces. It was his opinion that 
this is an improvement over the current situation.  He freely admits that the proposed 
parking area cannot meet the setbacks and buffering required by the RM2 Zone, but 
proffered the opinion that the parking spaces shown on Exhibit 6 are adequate, 
functions appropriately and creates no negative impacts on the surrounding properties. 
He sees the redevelopment of the property as proposed as stabilizing this residential 
neighbourhood and providing for an appropriate level of intensification envisioned by the 
Town’s Official Plan. He does not see the lack of on-site amenity space as a serious 
impediment to this redevelopment as the site is in close proximity to the Twenty Mile 
Creek recreation area. However, under cross-examination, he admitted that there is no 
immediate access from this site to public open space area.  He believes that the new 
residential lot will act as a buffer for the proposed parking area from the existing 
residential property to the south. 

He proffered the opinion that if the existing building was removed under the RM2 
zoning, the site could be developed with a new eight-unit building. He did not submit 
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any plans in support of this claim. However, he sees the restoration of the existing 
building in the manner proposed as more in keeping with the character of the Jordan 
Station Neighbourhood and a less intensive land use when compared to what could 
occur under the current NC Neighbourhood Commercial zoning. He also advised the 
Board that his client had told him that the residential lot was critical to his being able to 
redevelop the site in the manner now proposed, but under cross examination admitted 
that financial matters of this nature were not a proper land use planning consideration. 

The Board then heard from a Mr. Bill O’Brien, a well-qualified Transportation 
Engineer with many years of municipal transportation experience. He was retained by 
Mr. Berman to prepare a traffic and parking review of the proposed development as 
requested by the Town. His uncontradicted evidence was that the estimated trip 
generation from the proposed development would be the same or slightly less that the 
trips generated from the existing development. He notes that both Prince William and 
Queen Victoria Streets are local streets and that the estimated traffic generated from 
the proposed development is not expected to create any traffic  problems in this 
immediate area of Jordan Station. He is satisfied that the proposed parking layout as 
shown on exhibit 6 will meet the needs of the development in a reasonable manner and 
is an improvement over the current situation. He recommended changes in the parking 
lot design with respect to orientation of the parking stalls, their size, the width of the 
driveway, and the separation distance of the parking stalls from the rear wall of the 
existing building. These recommendations have been incorporated in the Plan found on 
exhibit 6. He admits that he has not considered the setback requirements of the zoning 
by-law in preparing the parking layout. He admits that the eastern most parking  space 
may not be able to make a three-point turn when leaving, but may have to back out to 
the street. It was his opinion that the proposed off-street parking, together with the 
available on street parking, would satisfy the parking needs of the development. He was 
unable to comment on the planning merits of the setbacks established in the zoning by-
law other than to note that the current plan would not meet these requirements. He did 
not do any designs or analyze the impacts on the site plan that would result from the 
meeting of the 1.5 parking spaces per dwelling unit standard of the by-law other than to 
state that additional lands would be required.  

He also noted that the parking layout for the proposed single-family development 
would meet the requirement of the zoning by-law. 
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The Board then heard from three residents, Mr. Ecker, Mr. Foster and Mr. 
Boychuck, all live in the immediate area of the site.  Their position to the Board is that 
they have no objection to the proposed conversion of the existing building for six 
apartment units. However, they feel that the proposal should meet the off-street parking 
space requirements of the by-law, should provide buffering of the parking lot from the 
street. They expressed some concerns with the existing on-street parking. They also 
expressed the view that the apartment site should provide some on-site private open 
space. They see the development of the additional single-family lot as an over 
development of the site. 

The Board then heard from Mr. Derek Witlib, a qualified land use planner, who is 
employed as a senior planner by the Town of Lincoln. Mr. Witlib has been involved in 
the review of the development application since its inception and is the author of the 
staff report found at Exhibit 2, Tab 22. He concurs with Mr. Hynde that there are no 
conformity issues with the 2005 PPS or the Region of Niagara Official Plan. He is also 
supportive of the redevelopment of the site to a six-unit apartment and the change in 
zoning from NC Neighbourhood Commercial to Residential Multiple RM2 and advised 
the Board that this change in use would be in conformity with the Town of Lincoln 
Official Plan as amended. 

However, while he supports the change in use, he does not support the intensity 
of development being proposed and, in particular, the creation of the new residential lot 
to the south. He notes that the proposed lot does not meet the requirements of the R3 
residential zone in that the lot has an area of approximately 312 square metres while 
the by-law would require 375 square metres. In his view, this lot is small and not in 
keeping with the lots sizes found in the immediate area. He notes that the lot cannot 
meet the rear yard setback requirement of 7.5 metres and provides only 7 metres. He 
freely admits that the residential lot has similar frontage to other lots in the area, but 
does not have sufficient depth. He agrees that when viewed from the street, the 
proposed lot would not appear to be out of character with the surrounding 
neighbourhood. 

His fundamental concern with the total proposal is the impact that the creation of 
the single-family lot has on the retained parcel and the proposed six-unit development. 
It is his contention that the reduction in lot area results in the proposed six-unit 
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development not being able to meet the nine parking spaces required by the By-law. 
Similarly he notes that the parking area shown on exhibit 6 does not meet the zoning 
by-law’s requirements for a minimum 4.5 metre parking area setback from the street 
line, a minimum 3.0 metre parking setback from adjacent low density residential uses, 
and a minimum 30% landscaped open space area and lot coverage of 35%.  

It is his opinion that the entire lot should be used for the six-unit development and 
the additional single family lot should not be encouraged. He sees the proposal before 
the Board as an overdevelopment of the site and not good planning for this area of the 
municipality. 

He initially proffered the opinion that the proposed development could meet the 
requirements of the RM2 zone if the entire lot was used. However, he admitted under 
cross examination, that he had done no studies to determine whether this is possible. 
He further recognizes that relief from other regulations of the RM2 zone would be 
required if the proposed use were to go forward.  

He also provided to the Board an assessment of exhibit 10, the proposed zoning 
by-law amendment submitted by the appellant. It is his opinion that if the By-law was to 
be approved then: 

Clauses  2(a), (b) and (d) (i) to (iv) should be rounded down. 

He also suggested the addition of the following clauses:  

  (h) Minimum Landscaped open space … 0%. 

(i) Section 6.26 Planting Strips shall not apply. 

(j) Sections 7.5.2 (b) (i) and (ii) shall not apply. 

It was his opinion that these changes would be needed if the Board were to direct 
that the development be approved substantially in the form found at exhibit 6. 

It is clear to the Board from Council’s resolution dated May 15, 2006, Exhibit 2, 
Tab 25, and the evidence of the Town’s planner that the municipality sees the 
renovation and redevelopment of the existing building for a six-unit apartment as an 
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appropriate redevelopment of the entire property. However, they do not support the 
reduction in existing lot size that would result from the R3 zoning of the southern portion 
of the property. 

The Board, after carefully considering the evidence and the submission made, 
makes the following findings: 

There are no issues with respect to conformity with the various planning policies 
in place at the Provincial, Regional or Local level. The conversion of the existing 
building on the site from a mixed-use commercial residential development to a 
six-unit apartment complex in the existing building is an appropriate new use. 
The substantive issue for the Board is whether the creation of the new single 
family lot together with the six units, is an over development of the site. 

It is clear to the Board that if the property is to be rezoned for the new use that 
exceptions to the RM2 Zone would be required even if the entire property were to 
be used as suggested by the Town’s Planner and that relief might be required to 
the total number of parking spaces in order to provide buffering and some on-site 
amenity space. However, no plans were put before the Board by either party, 
showing this alternative concept.  

It is also clear to the Board from the evidence of the Town’s planner that the 
municipality would be willing to consider modifications to the by-law requirements 
of the RM2 zoning if the six-unit development was placed on the entire site and 
the modifications were justified by an appropriate site plan. This would require 
the abandonment of the proposed single-family lot. This position is not 
acceptable to the appellant. 

The only plan before the Board is the proposal found at exhibit 6. The Board 
recognizes that for redevelopment and intensification to take place in existing 
built up areas, some reconsideration of development standards is required and 
that there is a delicate balance that must be struck between existing older 
standards and new standards that reflect more contemporary redevelopment 
concepts. In many cases alternatives are proposed such as indoor amenity 
space or barrier screening where outdoor amenity space or setbacks cannot be 
met. 
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It is not good enough for economic imperatives to be the major determinate of 
land use planning matters. It is the finding of the balance between some new standards 
that reflect a contemporary development that must be judged in this case. The test must 
be, can the new concept be situated harmoniously within a stable existing community 
with little or no negative land use impacts and meet the needs of the inhabitants in a 
safe and pleasant environment. 

The Board, after carefully reviewing the evidence is not satisfied that the 
proposal as shown on exhibit 6 meets this test. To reduce the on-site open space 
available to tenants to almost zero does not, in the Boards findings, represent good 
planning for this portion of the Town of Lincoln especially when no alternative for this 
open space is proposed. It does not meet the tests set out in Section 2.2.2 (c) and (f) of 
the Official Plan for the Town of Lincoln as presented by the Town’s Planner. 

The Board does not accept the proposition of the appellant’s planner that the 
reduced standard they are proposing in exhibit 6 and 10 are adequate and constitute 
appropriate development for this area. The setbacks being proposed as they relate to 
the parking area are marginal at best and the lack of any meaningful and useable open 
space resulting from the proposal reduces what open space is currently available to the 
existing tenants of the building to almost nothing. This does not represent an 
appropriate balance between the existing conditions and the proposed intensification 
contemplated by the Official Plan.  

The Board finds that the proposal for a six-unit apartment should be reconsidered 
using the entire lot. 

In this regard, the Board prefers the evidence of the Town’s planner that the 
development proposed and shown on exhibit 6 represents an overdevelopment of the 
site is not good planning and should not be approved in its present form. 
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THE BOARD ORDERS that the appeal against By-law 93-14-Z1 of Town of 
Lincoln is dismissed. 

The Board so Orders. 

 
 
 
 
“J. P. Atcheson” 
 
J. P. ATCHESON  
MEMBER 

 
 
 


